Welcome to today’s webinar.
We want to highlight the impact of expert knowledge on dermal Pharmacokinetics and
Pharmacodynamics of your Active Pharmaceutical Ingredient and also the effect of
your topical formulation in your drug development process.
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Frank Sinner is the director of the Institute HEALTH that currently comprises around
65 employees, mostly highly skilled researchers and technicians.
Thomas Birngruber is an expert on dermal Open Flow Microperfusion leading our Open
Flow Microperfusion group.
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Joanneum Research is a publicly owned research organization and HEALTH is one of
its R&D institutes.
We perform applied science and services for pharmaceutical companies. In this area,
we act as a boutique Clinical Research Organization and our services include
• Preclinical and clinical PK/PD/BE studies at the target tissue level in dermis, fat and
brain
• In vitro release testing (IVRT) under GLP
• Customized bioanalyses (PK, PD) – GLP certified lab
• Metabolomics
• Clinical data management
• Clinical Biostatistics
• Medical writing
If you want to learn more about our services please follow the link on the left lower
section of the slide.
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Key Learnings include
• how your dermal drug development process may benefit from an expert knowledge
of dermal Pharmacokinetics (PK) and Pharmacodynamics (PD),
• how dermal PK may be monitored by using dermal Open Flow Microperfusion
(OFM)
• how to perform head-to-head comparisons of different APIs or different
formulations of the same API using dOFM and
• how dOFM opens the possibility to translate your pre-clinical results to the clinical
situation.
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This is a short introduction of dOFM dermal Open Flow Microperfusion, a reliable
dermal sampling method.
On the right side is a schematic representation of a dOFM probe inserted into the
dermis. The probe is perfused at a constant flow of 1 µl/min with a physiological fluid.
The exchange area, consisting of a mesh, allows for direct contact between the
perfusate and the interstitial fluid surrounding the dOFM probe. Thus, a diluted but
otherwise unchanged dermal interstitial fluid is collected.
dOFM samples contain all substances regardless of their physio-chemical
characteristics and size including PD marker such as cytokines, chemokines,
eicosanoids and proteins but also immune competent cells.
Based on your needs, we analyze any compound from dOFM samples that is of
interest to you.
dOFM offers flexibility: continuous dOFM sampling is possible for up to 48 hours in a
clinical setting and time resolution is flexible from minutes to hourly intervals.
dOFM offers translation from pre-clinical to clinical investigations as identical set-ups
and probes are used in all experiments.
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Let me continue with an overview of different models which we offer in combination
with dOFM:
Let’s start with our ex-vivo models: We offer pig and human ex-vivo models of whole
skin explants to determine skin penetration and dermal concentration profiles for drug
penetration screening. By using recently explanted whole skin the model is also used
for to address API degradation and a set of PD effects in addition to skin penetration.
We also offer preclinical in-vivo models. We perform dOFM studies in rats and pigs.
These models allow to monitor in vivo skin PK. By using disease models, like psoriatic
rat and pig models, also drug effect on cytokine and immune competent cell level can
be investigated.
Our clinical dOFM studies include healthy volunteers, affected and non-affected skin of
patients with different skin diseases. Clinical studies have the highest relevance as you
can directly observe the impact of dermal PK and PD on the clinical effect of your drug
candidate! Furthermore, multiple application sites per subject are possible to address
different PK and PD aspects in one clinical study.
On the right section of the slide there is a list of complementary techniques, which can
be combined with dOFM to further increase PK and PD experimental read-outs. So,
dOFM can be combined, when appropriate, with depth-resolved cryo-cut biopsies,
blood sampling, RAMAN and other techniques.
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Now that we have an overview on the possibility for using dOFM in different ex-vivo, in
vivo and clinical settings, let’s look at how to use these in the drug development
process.
On the left side of this slide you can see a schematic representation of the drug
development process. The main take home massage is that only an almost negligible
number of new compounds are reaching the market. Even after target validation and
lead compound screening, only one out of 24 APIs will reach the market. As you all
know, drug development is associated with enormous costs and financial risks.
The pie chart on the right side shows the causes for failure in drug development. The
major causes for failure in drug development are non-suitable Pharmacokinetics with
nearly 40% (shown in the pie chart in blue) and lack of efficacy with 30% (shown in the
pie chart in green).
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Both causes of failure in dermal drug development, summing up to 70% of all failures,
may be significantly reduced by determining skin PK and PD and using dOFM in
different stages of your drug development process.
dOFM reduces your risk, reduces costs and will save time.
The next slides will highlight selected case studies to demonstrate how different
models in combination with dOFM reduce costs and time and thus significantly
decrease your drug development risk.
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The following slides show our most successful case studies for each dOFM setup: exvivo, preclinical and clinical.
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Problems with pharmacokinetics and a lack of efficacy are the main reasons for failure
in many dermal drug development processes.
dOFM can provide a much better understanding of processes in the skin as it allows
us to monitor PK of topically applied compounds directly in the target tissue, directly in
the dermis.
Also, dOFM allows to monitor the combined processes of PK and PD in preclinical and
clinical studies. And thus, dOFM offers reliable data for the selection of the right API
and formulation.
In addition, dOFM can be used for microdosing by introducing the API directly into the
dermis without any formulation. Therefore, early in drug development dOFM
microdosing can provide clinical dose-response curves with minimal systemic drug
exposure.
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Ex-vivo models are an economical and fast way to compare PK of different
formulations and to test for drug stability.
We use ex-vivo pig skin and excised human tissue immediately after explanation as
well as frozen skin explants. The recommended experimental duration is 48 h.
Time resolution depends on PK/PD dynamics and the volume requirement of the
analytical method and ranges from 5 min to hours.
Depending on the size of the skin explant up to 30 different application sites can be
placed on the skin surface.
We use the same OFM material in ex-vivo, preclinical and clinical studies, which
facilitates the translation of results into the clinical situation.
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The question that we asked in this first case study with Leo Pharma was: Can an exvivo dOFM study predict the drug effect that was found in a clinical study for atopic
dermatitis?
The overall aim in this drug development process of Leo Pharma was the development
of a topical drug for atopic dermatitis, a PD4 inhibitor, with
(a) high dermal API levels to achieve a drug effect and
(b) a low systemic concentration to minimize side effects.
The contribution of the dOFM ex-vivo studies was to monitor PK across skin barrier,
skin metabolism and to determine the free (unbound) drug concentration in the
dermis.
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The left figure shows the kinetic profile of the 2 compounds and their major
metabolites in dOFM samples up to 7 hours after topical application. There is a
pronounced difference in the dermal concentrations. These profiles are typical for an
ex-vivo setup where no blood clearance lowers the API concentration in the skin.
The black curve represents the dermal concentration of LEO 29-102 , the blue curve
represents the dermal concentration of LEO 39-652 and the red curve represents the
sum of the parent compound and the major metabolites of LEO 39-652.
The figure on the right shows a logarithmic comparison of data from dOFM samples
(left grouping) and biopsies (right grouping) of the 2 APIs in different formulations in
intact skin and in tape stripped skin that has a lowered skin barrier.
Biopsies yielded a 10 times higher concentration and also had a 10 times higher
standard deviation. Higher variability is most likely due to the higher contamination
risk of biopsies.
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We used biopsy data and dOFM data to predict clinical drug efficacy. Predictions
based on biopsy data are shown as the dashed line with circles and predictions based
on dOFM data are shown as a solid line with squares.
dOFM data show a clear shift to the left predicting lower free drug concentrations and
therefore a lower efficacy.
In vivo drug effect prediction based on biopsies predict a drug effect for both APIs
(both circles are in the green effective section of the diagram), while dOFM predicts a
drug effect only for Leo 29-102.
The dOFM prediction for Leo 39 -652 is located in red area of the diagram indicating
low efficacy.
Both APIs were investigated in clinical studies in AD patients, only Leo 29-102 showed
a drug effect in atopic dermatitis patients, confirming the predictive power of dOFM.
Therefore, an accurate prediction of clinical results based on dOFM result can save
time and money.
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In-vivo preclinical models are an economical and fast way for comparing PK of
different formulations in vivo, so including blood circulation, compared to ex-vivo
setups. And in-vivo models allow a prediction of the PD effect.
We use pigs and rats for up to 14 hours total experimental time. 14 applications sites
with 3 OFM probes each can be placed on the skin surface.
Time resolution depends on PK/PD dynamics and the volume requirement of the
analytical method and ranges from 5 min to hours.
We use the same OFM material as in clinical studies, which facilitates the translation
of results into the clinical situation.
The combination of ex-vivo and in-vivo approaches allows a distinction of PK across
the skin barrier and clearance from the skin by blood circulation or metabolism.
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Standard applications for these preclinical setups are listed on this slide:
*) Head to head comparison of topical drugs, dermal PK and PD profiles.
*) Drug concentration in different areas of the skin
*) And the measurement of protein binding directly in the skin.
Benefits of the experimental designs are
*) Time resolved monitoring and therefore exact measurement of Cmax, Tmax and the
AUC.
*) Monitoring of PD profiles based on biomarkers
*) Depth resolved drug monitoring by variation of the implantation depth of the dOFM
probes and depth resolved cryo section biopsies.
*) And lead compounds can be selected at a very early stage in drug development.
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The next case study will show us the use of dOFM sampling for the proof of
mechanism for psoriasis drugs.
We placed two test sites in one rat with 2 OFM probes at each site.
One site was treated with imiquimod for 8 days in order to induce a local psoriasis-like
inflammation in the skin.
In addition, group A was treated with a systemic dose of dexamethasone while group
B was treated with a placebo.
The defined readouts were:
*) Dermal PK for dose response
*) Dermal PD on cytokine level
*) Dermal PD on immune cell level
*) Scoring
*) And histology of skin biopsies
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Biomarker monitoring in dOFM samples showed a characteristic psoriasis cytokine
pattern with a pronounced IL-17 A concentration in untreated skin.
An independent cytokine response is visible in all four biomarkers in the same animal
when comparing inflamed and healthy skin.
And we can also see the clear effect of dexamethasone on skin inflammation.
Green bars represent the skin areas without imiquimod application, red ones with
imiquimod application.
The two bars on the left in each diagram represent the control group without
dexamethasone and the two bars on the right represent the group where
dexamethasone was orally applied.
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In the psoriasis rat model we also monitored immune cell populations directly in the
skin.
The open structure of the dOFM probe allows sampling of intact and living immune
cells that can be sorted and identified via FACS.
We were able to show clear differences in local skin cell populations in inflamed and
healthy skin.
Especially Granulocytes, CD8 and Th17 cells showed a pattern that is typical for
psoriatic skin.
We have made the first steps to translate this technology into a clinical application by
mapping different skin areas in healthy subjects.
The first application in patients is already planned within the IMI project Immuniverse.
In this large collaborative project we are analyzing samples from patients with atopic
dermatitis including samples from lesional skin, from skin in the immediate vicinity of
lesions and from healthy skin.
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dOFM is used for PK and PD studies in healthy subjects and patients, for basic
research as well as for drug approval studies.
dOFM is CE-certified for clinical use and allows sampling for up to 48 hours. Up to 14
application sites with 3 OFM probes have been applied in clinical studies.
Time resolution depends on PK/PD dynamics and the volume requirement of the
analytical method and ranges from 5 min to hours.
The possibility to place several independent application sites on one subject reduces
inter subject variability and allows the investigation of intra subject variability as well
as investigation of lesional and healthy skin in the same patient.
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dOFM microdosing is a special dOFM application which allows us to introduce APIs
directly into the target tissue, the dermis.
The API is dissolved in the perfusate and therefore no formulation is required for this
setup. Biomarkers in the skin can be sampled in the same setup that delivers the API.
This provides an approach for clinical proof of mechanism studies and dose response
studies earlier in the drug development process.
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The next slides present a show case study for the development of the therapeutic
antibody secukinumab. Data from this study were used in the drug approval process of
secukinumab.
Secukinumab is a therapeutic antibody for the treatment of psoriasis that targets IL17A .
We conducted a clinical study in healthy subjects and psoriasis patients verifying the
pharmaceutical target IL-17A in the baseline sampling.
After a subcutaneous injection of secukinumab we monitored absolute quantification
of the antibody on day 8 and day 15 in blood and dermal interstitial fluid in healthy
subjects and in psoriasis patients.
We monitored the therapeutic effect based on biomarkers as well as dermatological
scoring of the lesions.
As a secondary aim we screened for biomarkers in blood and dermal interstitial fluid
samples.
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We were able to show that the antibody concentration in skin and blood was stable for
2 weeks (Diagram b, right top) in healthy subjects and in psoriasis patients (Diagram c,
right bottom).
Measured antibody concentrations in the blood were not representative for the
concentration in the skin.
We also compared different sampling technologies (Diagram d, left bottom) to assess
dermal antibody concentration (dOFM, punch biopsy and blister suction) and all
delivered similar results.
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In dermal ISF, IL-17A was significantly increased in lesional skin compared to non
lesional skin in psoriasis patients and the skin of healthy subjects (left, top) and thus
confirmed IL-17A as a valid therapeutic target.
Contrary IL-17F (left, below) did not show any significant difference between healthy
and lesional skin.
In the right diagram the effect of secukinumab over time are shown from day 1 to day
15. To measure the PD effect of secukinumab we chose beta-defensin as a
downstream biomarker for IL-17A.
Beta-defensin showed a significant difference between lesional and healthy skin on
day 1. This difference became smaller and disappeared over the next 2 weeks. Similar
findings were also observed in the clinical dermatological data where lesions
disappeared at the same time.
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In the same study signaling pathways were screened using serum and dOFM samples
from healthy and psoriatic skin.
Heatmaps (left) and biomarker concentrations (right) clearly showed a much more
pronounced biomarker readout in dOFM samples compared to serum.
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This case study shows the use of dermal OFM in 20 healthy volunteers to prove bioequivalence
of a topical generic drug and how a PK-based dOFM study can replace clinical endpoint studies
in hundreds to thousands of patients.
We received two US-FDA research grants over the last couple of years to optimize dOFM for its
use as a PK-based bioequivalence method. Furthermore, we performed multiple clinical studies
in healthy volunteers to show the potential of dOFM for the investigation of bioequivalence of
topical drugs.
The first clinical study used topically applied acyclovir products.
The picture on the left shows the complete set-up in one healthy volunteer consisting of 3
application sites on each thigh. The head-to-head design of three application sites per thigh
with two dOFM probes per application site was chosen to investigate if dOFM has the
necessary sensitivity to show bioequivalence.
On the right picture you can see the close-up view of the dOFM set-up on one thigh, where
Zovirax® was spread onto two application sites marked in green and a non-bioequivalent
Austrian acyclovir product was spread on the remaining application site, marked in yellow.
dOFM sensitivity for bioequivalence assessment was tested by comparing Zovirax® to itself
while the ability to differentiate a non-bioequivalent topical drug was tested by comparing
Zovirax® to the Austrian. Both products had an identical strength and dermal interstitial fluid
was collected using dOFM for 36 hours. dOFM samples were analyzed (off-line) for acyclovir
and dermal Area under the Curve and Cmax were determined.
Data were analyzed using the Average Bioequivalence Approach to evaluate bioequivalence
based on the US-FDA guideline for statistical BE approaches.
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On this slide the main results of the zovirax study are presented.
The right-hand figure shows dermal acyclovir concentration profiles from both Zovirax®
application sites in blue and green. Skin acyclovir profiles were recorded for 36 hours after
topical application. On the y-axis the acyclovir concentration is shown in nanogram per milliliter
versus time in hours on the x-axis.
I want to highlight the high reproducibility of dermal PK profiles shown by low error bars. PK
profiles of both Zovirax® application sites are almost identical. Below the PK profiles,
bioequivalence analysis shows that Zovirax® is bioequivalent to itself, as it should. Both AUC
and Cmax are within the bioequivalence range of 80-125%.
In contrast, in the left side diagram the dermal PK profiles of Zovirax (green) and the Austrian
acyclovir product (in red) are different, especially from 24 hours onwards. Again, the
reproducibility of dOFM PK data is high.
Using Area Under the Curve und Cmax of both drug products for bioequivalence analysis, dOFM
was sensitive enough to differentiate Zovirax® from the Austrian product and showed that
these products are not bioequivalent.
Thus, bioequivalence evaluation did not show bioequivalence, as it should for nonbioequivalent drugs.
In summary, dOFM was able to show bioequivalence for Zovirax® to itself and showed nonbioequivalence of Zovirax® to a non-bioequivalent product in only 20 healthy subjects.
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To show the potential of dOFM as a dermal PK-based approach for bioequivalence also for
other drugs, we performed a clinical study in 20 healthy volunteers with a combinational topical
product containing lidocaine and prilocaine.
In contrast to acyclovir, which is hydrophilic and low protein bound, lidocaine and prilocaine are
moderately lipophilic and show moderate to high protein binding.
The clinical setup was further extended by introducing a fourth application site on each thigh
with two dOFM probes per application site. Similar to the clinical study with acyclovir we used
the identical product on two application sites to investigate the ability of dOFM to show
bioequivalence of a topical product to itself. EMLA 2.5% was applied on the central two
application sites per thigh, marked as R1 and R2 in the schematic drawing.
We also included a non-bioequivalent drug compared to EMLA to show the ability of dOFM to
discriminate between non-bioequivalent products, marked as Tgen in light purple. The fourth
application site was used to apply an US-FDA approved generic product to EMLA, to further
show the ability of dOFM to show bioequivalence of two bioequivalent topical products. Oraqix
was used as marked as Tnon-gen (in dark purple) All applied topical drugs were of identical strength.
20 healthy subjects were included in the clinical study.
If you are interested in further information on bioequivalence for topically applied generic drugs,
please follow the links on this slide to watch a great video released by US-FDA on how dOFM
works and to a presentation by Tannaz Ramezanli, an US-FDA employee, at the “Advancing
Innovative Science in generic Drug Development Workshop” on September 29th of this year.
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All graphs show the time after topical application on hours on the x-axis and dOFM skin
lidocaine concentrations on the y-axis. The diagrams on the bottom show bioequivalence
determination based on Scaled Average Bioequivalence Approach.
Left: Concentration profiles over 12 hours after topical application at the two EMLA application
sites. PK profiles of lidocaine and prilocaine for both EMLA application sites are almost
identical. Statistical data also confirmed that application site 1 and 2 are bioequivalent, thus
EMLA is bioequivalent to itself for prilocaine and lidocaine.
Middle: PK profiles of prilocaine of the US-FDA approved generic of application site Tgen is
identical to the EMLA treated site R1. Prilocaine concentrations of application sites Tgen and R1
are also identical. Scaled Average Bioequivalence tests showed that the US-FDA approved
generic drug was found bioequivalent to EMLA, its Reference Listed Drug, for prilocaine and
lidocaine.
Right: PK profiles of prilocaine of Oraqix® used in application site Tnon-gen are different to the
EMLA treated site R1. The same is true for lidocaine profiles of application sites Tnon-gen and R1.
Similar to acyclovir results, dOFM was sensitive enough to differentiate between PK profiles of
non-bioequivalent drugs. Skin PK profiles of prilocaine and lidocaine from EMLA and Oraqix®
showed that these products are not bioequivalent.
In summary, dOFM was able to show bioequivalence for EMLA to itself – as it should - and to
an US-FDA approved generic to its RLD – as it should. In addition, using dermal PK profiles
assessed by dOFM two non-bioequivalent products of identical strength did not show
bioequivalence – as they should.
Only 20 healthy subjects were included in the clinical study.
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